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Resumen. La dinámica de grietas en materiales frágiles ha atraído recientemente un gran interés. 
En particular se han investigado las intestabilidades que aparecen en la punta de la grieta al au
mentar las fuerzas externas. Se ha obsen·ado que, por encima de una velocidad ele propagación 
determinada, la grieta se ramifica. En este trabajo se muestra, mediante simulaciones numéricas 
y razonamientos cualitativos, que una grieta recta se inestabiliza por encima ele una wlociclad 
ele propagación que depende ele las fuerzas viscosas no locales. En ausencia ele disipación, esta 
wlociclacl es muy pequeüa, en comparación con la velocidad del sonido. l\' uestros resultados sug
ieren que la mayoría ele los experimentos se llevan a cabo en un régimen ele sobreatenuación, en 
el que la disipación ocurre en una zona muy próxima a la punta ele la grieta. Como consecuencia 
del reducido tamaüo ele esta zona se pueden producir calentamientos apreciables que han sido 
o bse1Tados experimentalmente. 
Abstract. There is a grm,·ing interest in the study of the dynamics of cracks under applied 
strains in brittle materials. In particular in the instabilities that appear at the crack tip when the 
externa! driving forces are increasecl, ancl, above a threshold velocity, the crack splits into t\YO. In 
this work \Ve show, by means of numerical simulations and c¡ualitative arguments, that straight 
cracks become unstable at a velocity ,,·hich clepencls on non-local viscous forces. In the absence of 
clissipation, this ,·elocity is negligible, as comparecl \vith the wlocity of souncl. Our results suggest 
that most experiments are clone in the o\·er-clampecl regime, where clissipation takes placé close to 
the crack ti p. As a consequence of the reducecl size of this region, there can be heating effects that 
hm·e been observecl experimentally. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The clynamics of cracks in brittle materials have re
cently attractecl a great cleal of interest (see [1]). Par
ticular attention has been devotecl to the stucly of 
crack tip instabilities. These instabilities appear \Yhen 
the clriving forces ,,·hich make the crack grow are 
increasecl[2, 3]. Typically, the crack tip reaches a criti
ca! wlocity beyond which branching or oscillation ap
pear. Interesting patterns were also observecl under an 
applied thermal gradient[-!]. 

The first study of instabilities in dynamic cracks can 
be founcl in[5]. It was shown i:hat a straight crack is 
intrinsically unstable at a wlocity ,,·hich is a fraction 
of the sound Yelocity (although the Rayleigh velocity is 
more commonly usecl). The analysis reported in[5] as
sumed that a crack was moYing at a constant velocity, 
and the stresses around the tip \Yere calculated analyti
cally. Beyond a certain wlocity, the maximum stresses 
are at a finite angle with respect to the direction of the 
tip. An instability was assumed to take place. This 
seminal \York obtained a close analytical solution for 
the stresses around a moving crack assuming that the 

dynamics of the medium are purely inertial, \\"ith no 
damping. 

In real systems, sound \\·m·es are attenuatecl. \"iscos
ity can be adcled to the standard theory of elasticity 
in a standard \vay[6]. Sound \vm·es acquire a damp
ing which increases ,,·ith the square of the frec¡uency. 
Thus, there is a frequency, or wave-vector, at which 
the damping of a wave becomes comparable to its fre
c¡uency. Beyoncl this scale, the analysis reported in[5] 
neecls to be modified. Results in Pi\HviA[7] suggest that 
sound \Yaves of frec¡uencies "' 500 kHz are dampecl at 
scales of order of 0.1-1 cm. The wm·elength of modes 
in the kHz range are also of order of centimeters, so 
that this is the scale below which damping processes 
are expected to domínate over inertial dynamics. The 
diameter of the crack tip is much smaller. Hence, the 
tip instabilities should be strongly influenced by the 
Yiscosity of the material. 

2 SIMULATIONS 

In order to analyze the role of the viscosity \Ve have 
discretized the continuum ec¡uations of elasticity by us-
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ing a triangular two dimensional grid, following previ
ous work on pattern formation in fracture in brittle 
materials[8, 9, 10] (we are modeling experiments on 
thin slabs). The equations of motion which describe 
the dynamics of the nodes combine inertial and vis
cous terms. The friction forces are assumed to depend 
only on the relative velocities of neighboring nodes, 
preserving translational invariance[6]. The equations 
of motion to be integrated are: 

i' j' 
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where the sums in the second term are over the near
est neighbor nodes, (i'j'), to nocle (i,j) and ñij,i'j' 

is the unit vector from node (i,j) to node (i',j'). 
All nodes lie in a triangular lattice. The fracture 
process is described by deleting the forces bet\\·een 
t\VO nearest neighbor nodes \vhen the relatiw strain, 
ñij.i'j' [i1ij.i'i' (üij- Ü;'j' )], exceeds a threshold, Uth· 

This process is irreversible, ancl the coupling remains 
zero at all latter times. In previous work[8], \\·e have 
analyzecl the propagation of cracks where the fracture 
proceeded stochastically. Different bonds at the sur
face of the crack had a failure probability \\·hich \\·as 
a function of the local strain. In between failure pro
cesses, the strains relaxed fully to equilibrium. The 
model used here is cleterministic, ancl the system is al
ways out of equilibrium. In terms of the macroscopic 
parameters of the material \\·e have that: 
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\\·here p is the clensity of the slab, d its thickness, p the 
macroscopic viscosity, cy is the velocity of transver
sal souncl waws, and a is the lattice parameter of the 
cliscrete model. Qualitatively, each node represents a 
region in the material small \\·ith respect to the scales 
rele\·ant to the experimental situation. \\'e take this 
scale to be of the order of the crack tip radius, that is, 
no smaller than a few microns.' This argument fixes a 
in eq. (2). 

\\'e assume that the elastic energy dissipated by the 
moving crack goes into heat, which raise the tempera
ture of the material. \Ye analyze la ter the temperature 
changes to be expected. The role of thermal noise, and 
the changes induced by heating processes and tempera
ture gradients on the growth process will be addressed 
in a future publication. 

As mentioned above, dissipation in P!\Ii\IA sets in at 
scales of order of centimeters. The dynamics at scales 
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Figure 1: Behm·ior of inertial cracks when the externa! 
strain, u0 , is varied. (a) u0 =0.024. (b) uo=0.02G. (e) 
u 0 =0.028. And also their velocity (in units of cy) as 
function of position of the advancing crack ti p. ( d) 
11 0 =0.024. (e) u 0 =0.02G. (f) u 0 =0.028. The thresholcl 
for breaking is 11th = 0.1. 

comparable to that of the nodes in our discretization 
is strongly over-clamped. Our phenomenological damp
ing tenn, 1], should suffice to account for the clissipative 
processes in Pi\Ii\IA. The scheme usecl here is interme
cliate between a full scale atomic simulation[ll], ancl 
more phenomenological models[12], where dissipation 
takes place \\·ithin the units used in the discretization. 

Simulations have been performed in rectangular 
samples \\·ith the y orientation along one of the axis 
of the triangular lattice. The lattices shown in the 
figures are 50 nodes \\·ide and 275 nodes long. Fixed 
strains, below 11th, are applied at the vertical eclges. 
Then, bonds near the lower horizontal edge are bro
ken at a fixecl rate, so that the velocity of the crack 
is well below cy. Once the crack is sufficiently long, 
strains near its tip begin to exceed 11th, and the crack 
continues grmving by itself. 

In the absence of damping, straight cracks becomc 
unstable on short time scales (of the order of the max
imum phonon frequency in the model). Typical results 
for cracks growing in a narrow slab under an applied 
strain at the edges are shown in figure 1 (a)-(c). In 
addition, the crack tips tend to accelerate, which en
hances the tendency towards an instability. The ve
locity of the upper-most part of the crack pattern is 
depicted in fig. 1 (d)-(f). It shows an initial accel
eration, and a very irregular behavior once the crack 
develops branches and oscillations. 

The initial acceleration can be understood by noting 
that the stresses around a crack tend to grow with its 
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Figure 2: Behm·ior of dissipatiw cracks ,,·hen the exter
na! strain, u0 , is variecl. (a) tt 0 =0.028. (b) u0 =0.030. 
(e) u0 =0.032. Ancl also their wlocity (in units of cy) 
as function of position of the ach·ancing crack tip. (el) 
uo=0.028. (e) u0 =0.030. (f) u0 =0.032. The thresholcl 
for breaking is u 111 = 0.1, ancl k= r¡. 

length. The only t\YO scales are the length of the crack, 
l. ancl the radius of the tip, a. Dsing elasticity theory, 
\\·e fine! that the stresses at clistance r from the tip 
must scale as JT7T f(a/r, a/l). \Yhen a/l --+ O, the 
stresses must grow as VI. This grmvth is arrested \\·hen 
l becomes comparable to the width of the system. 

Our numerical results confirm this tenclency towards 
acceleration ancl subsequent instability. i'íote that the 
inertial solution founcl in[5] assumes the existcnce of a 
crack of constant length moving at constant velocitv. 
The change in the length of the crack, \\·hich clefini
tiYely takes place in experiments, prewnts a direct ap
plication of the results in[Ei] to many situations of prac
tica! interest. 

\Ye find that straight cracks are stable, and move 
at constant velocity, only in the presence of dissipa
tion. As the clriving force is increased, we observe a 
branching instability. Typical results are shown in fig. 
2 (a)-(c). A series of instabilities are obsen·ed, as the 
strains appliecl at the boundaries are increased. The 
velocity of the crack tip, for the same applied strains, 
is shown in fig. 2 (d)-(f). 

3 ANALYSIS OF INSTABILITIES 

In the presence of dissipation, an analytical solution, 
of the type presented in[5], cannot be found. \Ye can, 
hmvever, outline the main features of the stresses near 
a crack moving at constant speed. The stress field de-
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Figure 3: Asintotic Fracture ,·clocity (in units of cy) 
as function of externa! applied strain. 

scribed in[5] can be deriwd from an appropriate clis
tribution of forces applied at the crack edges, in such 
a \\·ay as to satisfy the bounclary conditions. Let us 
assume that, as a first approximation, these forces do 
not change in the presencc of dissipation. Thev havc 
the general form f(r- vt). The stresses at a~ arbi
trary point of the plane can be obtaincd by means 
of t he G re en function, G ij ( r - r', t - t'), \\·i t h Fourier 
transform G ij (k, w). In the absence of dissipation, the 
frcquency _w appears only in combinations of the type 
w2 -cl.Tikl 2

, \\·here CL,T denote the velocity oflongitu
clinal and transverse sound \vaves. Dissipation changes 
these exprcssions into w2 

- el Tlkl 2 
- ip:.c:lkl 2

. The 
Fourier transform of the appli~d forces can be \Hit
ten as f(k,w = vk). Hence, the denominators in the 
Green's functions become (vk) 2

- cl,ylkl 2
- ipvklkl 2

. 

At lm\· val u es of lkl, the infiuence of the viscosity is neg
ligible. The long clistance behavior is well described 
by the solution in[5]. For lkl :?> lvl/¡t, on the other 
hand, the viscous term dominates. This term is less 
anisotropic than the inertial term, as it contains one 
pmver of vk, instead of two. Hence, we expect the 
tendency towards instabilities to be reduced. 

The previous analysis is supported by the numer
ical results. In the presence of dissipation, straight 
cracks are stable below a critica! applied strain. The 
wlocity is almost constant. Simultaneously with the 
instability of the straight cracks, the velocity shows a 
suelden jump, as shown in fig.(3). This discontinuity 
in the velocity seems to be in agreement with recent 
experiments[l3]. 

4 DISSIPATION AND HEAT 

Our results suggest that viscous forces are clominant 
in crack propagation. Near the crack tip typical de
viations of the nodes from equilibrium are or order a. 
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[2] Typical velocities are of order ku 1h/r¡, where Uth is the 
threshold at which a bond breaks. The energy dissi
pated per node and per unit time is ~ k2ufhjr¡. In 
terms of macroscopic quantities, the energy generated [3] 
per unit time and unit volume is ~ p2 c4 a2 u~/(J1E2 ), 
where e is sorne average of the longitudinal and trans- ¡4] 
Yerse sound wlocities, E is the Young's modulus and 

J.F. Boudet, S. Ciliberto, and V. Steinberg, Eu
rophys. Lett. 30, 337 (1995). 

E. Sharon, S.F. Gross, ancl J. Fineberg, Phys. ·Rev. 
Lett. 76, 2117 (1996). 

A. Yuse and :tvL Sano, Nature 362, 329 (1993). 

u e is the macroscopic e las tic limit. This dissipation 
generates thermal gradients. They will be determined 

[5] E. H. Yoffe, Phi!. Iviag. 42, 739 (1951). 

by the condition: 

éJT 0 1 éJE 
- = n,\i-T+ --=O 
éJt PCe éJt 

[6] 

(3) 

L. Landau ancl E. Lifchitz, Théorie de l'élasticité, 
(2e édition, Editions l\Iir, l\Ioscou (1990). 

J. F. Boudet, prívate communication. [7] 

[8] 
where n, is the thermal diffusion coefficient, and Ce is the 
specific heat. Assuming that most of the dissipation 
takes place at distances from the crack tip comparable [9] 
to its radius, we find that the temperature increase at 

E. Louis ancl F. Guinea, Europhys. Lett. 3, 811 
(1987). 

P. :\Ieakin, G. Li, L.;\I. Sander, E. Louis, ancl F. 
Guinea, J. Phys. A 22, 1393 (1989). 

the tip can be \\Titten as: t::.T1;p ~ c4 a4 u~/(n,pceE2 ) 
This expression is highly sensitiYe to the choice of a, the 
tip radius. Hence, it is difficult to make accurate esti
mates of the expected heating. Experimcntally, signif
icant increascs in temperature near the crack tip haYe 
been reported[1...i). Energy dissipation has also been 
obserYecl in[3], "·here it is argued that most of the en
ergy is spent in increasing the crack surface. Hm,·eyer, 
e\·en for slow, straight cracks, a significant rise in en
ergy dissipation as function of Yelocity is reported. In 
our simulations the elastic energy lost ,,·hen one spring 
is cut ,,·ould go into surface energy, \Yhereas the Yiscous 
dissipation \\·ould go into heat. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, "·e find that clissipation plays a crucial 
role in stabilizing straight cracks in brittle materials 
under stress. For the particular case of P:\L\L\, the dy
namics at scales of the order of the crack tip are highly 
oYer-clamped. Significant heating effects are to be ex
pectecl. It would be interesting to stucly thc clynamics 
of cracks in materials which are in the uncler-clamped 
regime. 
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